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Introduction
We utilize our iPhones for everything, so it's an almost certain wagered that we have some touchy 
information on them. We may not want our data to be unsecured, yet what occurs on the off chance 
that another person gets hold of your smartphone, or your iPhone gets hacked?

Unfortunately,  you misplaced your iPhone protection manual, don’t worry there are ways to keep your 
data secure and shielded on your device, giving a hard time to unauthorized bodies to see it. We’re 
going to cover those now check out this iPhone for dummies
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IPHONE FOR DUMMIES 

2FA 
With the present everyday information ruptures and 
hacks, you can never be excessively protected. That’s 
the reason you should enable two-factor 
authentication (2FA) on their iCloud account. 
When you empower 2FA and sign in from another 
device out of the blue, you'll get a brief for a six-digit 
check code. This code appears on your trusted device. 
Therefore, empowering 2FA for you implies that 
regardless of whether somebody gets your secret 
word, despite everything they won't probably get in 
except if they get that code from one of your confided 
devices. 
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Turning On Your 2FA
01. Go to Settings 
02. Password and Security. 
03. If you're utilizing iOS 10.2, you can, in any case, get to two-factor authentication by going to Settings 
  iCloud 
  Go to Apple ID
 Password and Security. 
04. Tap on Turn On Two-Factor Authentication, and 
      after that Continue.
05. The subsequent stage is to enter and check your 
      telephone number. Doing this enables Apple to 
      send you to check codes by content or phone call. 
06. When you complete this progression, Apple sends 
      a code to that number utilizing your picked 
      strategy.  Insert that confirmation code, at that 
      moment the two-factor authentication is 
      empowered for your record. 



GOODBYE AUTOFILL AND AD TRACKING
Saying Goodbye
Apple's Keychain highlight stores your record login passwords and even Visa data in your iCloud account. You 
would then be able to utilize the AutoFill usefulness to have iOS naturally fill your information into chose fields 
in Safari. 
While it's advantageous for that data you 
experience difficulty recalling that, it can spell 
inconvenience on the off chance that somebody 
winds up with your telephone and sidesteps 
other safety efforts.  The way you can  kill Siri 
you can also kill AutoFill for security purposes: 
iPhone for dummies for autofill:
     01. Go to Settings 
     02. Click on Safari 
     03. AutoFill
     04. Turn off the switch for each setting  
            (Contact Info, Names and Passwords, 
            and Credit Cards). 
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Later Ads
Some outsider applications may utilize data from your iPhone to serve you focused on commercials dependent 
on your interests. These interests depend in transit you utilize your iPhone, including your perusing history and 
introduced applications. On the off chance that you'd favor not to get focused on promotions, you can confine 
advertisement following. This element won't 
constrain the number of advertisements you 
get—it will just prevent outsider applications 
from utilizing your own data.
 
Steps:
 01. Go to setting 
 02. Tap on privacy 
 03. Scroll down to advertising 
 04. Turn the limit ad tracking “ON”
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SHIELDS

Secure Your Damn Phone
Scratches Suck
Phones aren’t ultra-fragile pieces of glass—most of 
them are made out of tough-ish metal or plastic, and 
the glass they do use is special ultra-tough Gorilla 
Glass and the like. But even if you never drop your 
phone or step on it, it probably spends a lot of time in 
your pocket or purse where it’s gonna get scratched to 
hell, unless you have a case on it.
  
Cases Protect All of Your Phone
Cases aren’t great at protecting the biggest, most 
fragile part of your phone: The screen. Drop your 
cased phone and the screen could still be in trouble. 
But cases do protect the rest of your phone, like the 
delicate electronic parts inside. Your phone is a piece 
of technology, after all.
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Your Revamp

Your smartphone travels with you all day long. 
Needless to say, you can easily get addicted to your 
mobile, making all the effort to keep it looking new 
and attractive. This is the reason you should use cell 
phone cases to add some more style to your phone. A 
colorful case with a beautiful design will help your dull 
black, gray and white phone to look more stylish.

Chances are high that you might get bored using the 
same phone over a certain period of time. When this 
happens, you don’t have to throw away your phone 
and spend more money buying a new one, you can 
always get a new case. You can easily revamp your 
smartphone using the many trendy phone cases. This 
is as great as giving your cell phone the much-needed 
facelift!
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